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Rural Technologies for the Processing and Storage

of African Tubers and Cereals

The key crops produced for domestic conswnption are millet and sorghum

in the. Sudan and Sdhalian countries> maize in East and Southern Africas rice in

Madagascar and parts of West Africa^ roots and tubers (cassava^ yams and

sweet potatoes) mainly in the forest zone of West and Central Africas and pulses

(cow-peas-, in particular) throughout Africa, Important oil seeds are ground, nuts

and palm oil.

The importance of suitable and appropriate technologies for the processing^

and storage of all these African crops which can be summarized in two categories ■

tubers and cereals- is very veil recognized by African Governments. . This

awareness has been reflected in the Lagos "Plan of Action and the Africa's

Priority Programme for Econor.iic Recovery^ 1988-199C which stressed the fact that

inappropriate research and lack of improvement of available techniques including

inadequate spread of improved technology is one of the inajor causes of the

deterioration of productivity in Food Sector in Africa. To this ends African

Governments have to embark upon development programmes which aim at giving

priority to technologies for processing and storage of food in Africa.

Two main parts will dmracterize this handbook;

J. Roots and, tubers processing cr-..d storage in African countries

II, Technology gap in Africa and feasible improved, technology in cereals

storaae and processing.
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I, Roots and tubers processing and storage in African countries^

fite roots and tubers, cassava, yams, cocoyams, sweet potatoes and,

to a leaser extent, white potatoes, are very important staples in Africa* In
fact, in many oor.mmiUes in this region they account for more than two-thirds
of the total production of carbohydrate foods, the main sources of caloriess and
thereby contribute enormously to the satisfaction of human hunger. (1) Being
essentially oc^ishable, however, they are subject to serious poet-harvest losses
which make it difficult to derive maxiwim benefit from their ability to proviae
food security to the people. The degree of loss depends on the variety of root
and tuber, extent of damage to it, and conditions and period of storage.

Post-harvest losses suffered by roots and tubers are well known to the
farmer who has derived many methods to prevent or reduce their incidence. The
fan.ier's efforts are, however? not always successful and the problem of lost

harvest still remains.

Post--production losses in fresh roots and tubers crops have their
origin in mechanical damage,pyBiological processes, infection by decay organism
and pest infestation,. The losses caused by these processes may occur during all
stages of the food supply system from crop maturity, through harvesting,

transportation and storage- Tl\e intensity of Iocs associated, with these
factors is determined by the plant material involved, the prevailing environmental
conditions and management of the food supply system, (2)

It has to be admitted that on close examination the concept of a food
loss in roots and tubers is difficult. The economic value of fresh roots and
tubers is deternrCned by weight. This gives a value to moisture loss even though
this component has no real worth. At the same time other weight losses like
those due to respiration are due to the loss of carbohydrates which have both

food, and economic value-

At whatever level the post-harvest loss is determined, the value will
be specific in time and for location. This is due to the fact that food loss
is a function of the condition of material., the prevailing environment? the

nature and intensity of bio-degenerating organisms and the crop material
r.ianag&i.ient. None of these is constant. They are all dynamic factors liable to
continuous change, and at a consequence, crop lose, however determined^ will

always be variable*

This nay be illustrated by yarr, storage. Gome yams remains dormant for

about 5 months^ during which period storage loss is low. However, where the
outers are infected by nemathod.es, the storage potential is much reduced with

high losses, (3)

Thus, storage and transformation of roots and tubers into more durable

forms (products) is one of the ways and means to reduce the post-harvest losses

of these products^ apart from giving them more convenient forms of use than fresh

roots or tubers;
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lt Storage and processing of some main roots and tubers

A variety of traditional methods and technologies liave been developed
by the African farmer to process roots and tubers to prolong their shelf life.

The moot popular processed products are dried chips and flour made from them

and various fermented, and roasted flours ov meals;-,

1.1 Cassava

a) Methods of storage;

No process has been developed for preserving the fresh produce. The

harvested root has to be used within 48 hours in order to avoid total loss of

quality. However., in the villages., r,omen employ a short-term preservation ^

method of puttina the roots in shallow pits, which provide a degree of hunridity.

Here- appropriate technology is needed and reference should be made on the

experience of India. (4)

b) Processing of cassava?

Cassava is the most processed of all roots and tubers. TIHs is due
to the coi/plete lack of storability of fresh roots and also the fact that process-

ings especially when it -involves fermentation^ rids the root of the toxic cyanogenic

glucosides contained in it.*

Three broad categories of processed cassava, products are found:

*■ finished products ouch as gari and kpokpo-gari:

- se;-r.i- processed foods including fermented meals3 dried chips and

flours.;

- dried products made fror.». extracted starch.

Finished Cassava Products

Gari is the most popular cassava product made in Africa and particularly in

most Most African countries. In Nigeria^ the greatest part of the cassava crop

is made into gari,, especially in the Western States. In the Eastern States9 the
favoured product is kpokpo-gari. In Ghanas gari competes with corn as a staple

food especially on the coastal plains. (5)

Increasing urbanization in all countries has stimulated the consumption of

gari. To many urban folk gari is a convenience food which may be eaten as a

main meal or cnack when sugar and sometimes milk are added to it in cold water*

As a main mealj it may be stirred into cold or boiling water until it forms a thick

dough which is served with various side dishes, Gari is often cooked with beans3

oils-, spices, fish and meat to produce various nutritious dishes.

*COOKE~ R,Da (1979). Enzymatic assay for determining the cyanide

content of cassava and cassava products. Cassava Information Centre^

CIAT, Cali, Colombia,
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Flow.Diagram for the Traditional Processing of Cassava
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Gar-i, ie a sour- granular,, gelatinized product which swells in cold water-

In preparing gari^ peeled roots are grated and the meal fermented for 1-4 days

in cloth bags pressed between sticks or under large stones, fixe dried meal is

taken out of the bags> sifted and roasted in large open iron or earthen-^ware

trays with constant stirring until tgarificationi is complete. The finished

product is again sifted to remove fibres and large grains and graded down to

uniform jrain size. Yellow gari is sometimes produced by smearing the roasted

tray with red palm oil. (6)

If dried to a moisture content of 12,1% for the white variety and IZ.0% for
the yellow type,, gavi ic a very stable produce able to store for long periods

without deterioration. It therefore provides a means of extending the 'shelf life'

of the highly perishable root to wake more of it available for hurron consumption.

It is a product worthy of note in the attempt to prevent heavy post harvest losses

of the root. (6)

Consideration should be given to increasing its production and improving its

quality and nutrient content to make it the vehicle of bringing more food of
high nutritive value to the people,

Gavi entering the market often has a higher moisture content which predisposes

it to mouldinesa. In a survey carried out in Ibadan markets in Nigeria3it was

found that the moisture level of white and yellow gari entering the markets were
on average 17,2% and 17.7% respectively. Experiments at the National Stored

Products Research Institute of Nigeria showed thats at these high moisture levels,
mould growth caused rapid spoilage of both types of gari. However, if the gari

was stored in Hessian bags,, the moisture content tended to fall as the gari dried

down to equilibrate with humidity of the atmosphere, lihen gari was stored in
polythene bags, the moisture content continued to stay high allowing increased
mould growth. However^ when gari was dried to a moisture content of 20-11% before
bagging, storage in polythene bags was found to be better than storage in Hessian
bags, (6)

Gari production is almost exclusively a cottage industry. It is carried out

by snail processors who either use part of the cassava crop from their own farms
or buy the cassava from farmers. All the operations are still mostly carried
out by hand. Recently motorized machines for grating or milling the root have
been introduced in many countries to replace the traditional perforated plates
on which grating is carried out.

^ llechanized -preparation of gari has long appealed to research roorkers and
industrialists. In Nigeria, many years of research have resulted in the development
of pilot plants for processing gari with capacities ranging from one to ten tons
gari in h4 hours. Based on the specifications of these plants, [Jewell Dunford
Engineering Group in England have designated an integrated industrial plant of
capacity 10 tons gari per day in which manual operations have been reduced to the
minimum. ( ty

In the Newell Dunford system, cassava is tu.ible peeled, nrilled to pulv and
fermented for 24 hours in woven polythene bags place in large vats. The ^fermented
meal is^ hydraulically pressed to dry it and passed through a granulator htfiich also
removed fibre. Tiie granules are passed into a revolving'drum where they are cooked
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by direct heat from an oil burner. From the cooker the gari macs is delivered
to a revolving drum drier in which a hot blast of air dries the gari to a
moisture content of 11 - 12%. (?)

From the drier the qavi passes into a separator where it is sifted into
small and large granules. The small granules are tTiilled to the required grain
s-Lze and packed in polythene bags for sale. The fraction of large grains is
sold to village processors for further processing

Mechanization of gari produ is desirable and should be promoted as it offers
the opportunity to produce gari, certainly the most favoured and staple cassava
proauct^ on a large scale. Mechanized production requiring supplies of large
quantities of the raw material at any time, will reduce the need to store cassava
in the ground and prevent losses which may occur when the roots are lifted and
not immediately used: large scale gar>i production will therefore reduce drastically
losses occurring in the production of this crop and make available more food for
human consumption* Mechanization will also allow control of the quality of the
product at a high standard and improvement with protein^ vitamin and minerals.

Mechanized production of gari, however, appears to be feasible only when the
raw material is available in adequate quantities and at reasonable prices, Tliis
can be achieved if the processing factory produce its own cassava at a cost which
allows a reasonable profit margin or buys it from farmers at prices which are
remunerative to the farmers and also allows the factory to operate without loss.

Increased production at lower cost should enable the problem to be solved.
To achieve this, high yielding varieties resistant to pests and diseases should
be introduced together with improved agronomic practices. The processing industries
could in fact act as cataysts in the process of increasing production by providing
at the same tine, extension services to assist farmers to produce more and also
ready markets for what the farmers would produce.

Ccri

Kpokpo gari^ is produced in the eastern part of Nigeria mainly by the Etsikiri
people. Peeled cassava roots are soaked for a day in vxiter and grated. The grated
mash is washed with water, dried and roasted in open trays into large hard orains,
Kpokpo gari is soaked in water to soften before it is eaten with a side dish. (8)

Semi-processed cassava meaI

A number of food products are prepared from semi-processed cassava, meal or
doughy fermented or tmfermented.

In Ghana peeled cassava roots are washed-, grated into a meal and used fresh
or fermented. Fen.rotation is carried out in bags or baskets in much the same
way as is done in the preparation of gari.

The fermented ana the unfermented meals are all sold in the markets in baskets
or in uncovered balls.(?)
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The fresh meal may he made into balls and. deep fried or made into other
shapes and baked as biscuits. It may also be cooked into a thick dough and

eaten with a side dish.

Fermented meal is usually cooked into a thick dough known as foufou and
eaten with soup or some other side dish. It may also be sifted^ seasoned with

salts and steamed to make 'yakeyake'. 4 popular dish made from fermented

cassava meal by the Ewes in Ghana and Togo is 'akple'. The cassava meet used to

prepare 'akple9 is usually ground smooth and mixed with maize dough. The

mixture0 often impregnated with ground pieces of rruldy cassava? is cooked into

a thick paste ana. served with stew or soup. In the Cameroon. Nigeria and. Sierra

Leone, cassava roots are usually fermented under water by putting them in bags and

leaving them in the water for a few days. The roots soften and are pounded or

grated after being removed from the water. From the meal a nwnber of products

are prepared. (8)

(Cameroon)

Hobolo and Uiov.do are very popular cassava products in the Cameroon, They

are the same products^ only bobolo is made in larger pieces. After pounding

the fermented cassava rootsa the mash is tied -in leaves and cooked. They may be

eaten alone or with a side dish. TJiey are known to store for long periods5 and

serve as provision when going on long journeys, Tliey are commonly sold in the

markets and exported, to neighbouring Gabon.

- Kiumkurn or Kuskus (Cameroon)

Kunkum or Kuskus ic cassava flour made from the fermened root. In preparing

this product^ the fermented root may be grated or just out into pieces, l-then

grated the mash is made into balls:, and dried in a bowl or on slatted mats over

a low fire. The ballsa in drying * become dark on the outside from the smoke

coming from the five. Th.e dried balls are stored until required, when they are

pounded or milled into flour which looks brownish in colour.

Pieces of fcrr.iented roots are usually dried in the sun and trilled later

into four which is white in appearance,

ZwkurA stores well in bags or other containers, It is found selling in

markets either as dx'ied halls, or as flour. It is eaten with a side dish after

it is cooked a& a thick paste* (8)

- Foufou

In preparing foufou, cassava roots fermented in vxzter, are pounded or grated

into a soft mash and tied in cloth bags or put in baskets lined with leaves. The

baskets are covered with leaves and tied with strings to keep the cover or leaves

in place. Water is removed from the mask by putting large stones on the bags or

baskets for a few days. During this period3 the mash undergoes further ferraentation,

Foufou is sold in r.-iai'kets in whole baskets or in small balls,

Before use, foufou is pounded again, r.tade into a slurry and washed through

a sieve, l-fiiat is collected, through the sieve is cooked into a thick paste and

eaten with a side dis?i.(8)
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Dried Cassava Chips and Flour

Dried cassava chips or pieces are produced in rsamj West African countries.

It is prepared by slicing or cutting the root into pieces and drying them in

the sun. Dried cassava pieces are known as 'kokonte' in Ghanas 'lafun1 in

Nigeria, 'etho! or 'dombe' in Sierra Leone and 'n.jambo' in the Gambia. Ifaen

the bitter type of cassava is sued in making the product, the root is usually

soaked in water for a day before being cut into pieces or the pieces, instead

of the whole root> may be scaked in water before being dried. Soaking allows

the hydro-cyanic acid, reduction and. is achieved by a combination of 15 minutes

soaking and 2 minutes blanching of the cassava chips.

Drying of the pieces of cassava is carried out on any convenient flat

surface where they will be exposed to the sun without obstruction. Drying on

roofs and on roadsides is therefore very popular. Drying may take up to 20 days

depending on the weather. During dryings fermentation takes place and extensive

mould infestation occurs discolouring the chips. The moulds indentified as

occurring on dried, cassava chips include species of Aspergillus, liucor.} Venici-

lliutn and Rhizopus, Mouldiness and theoouiH-ng which occur during drying give

dried cassava chips and the flour made from -them a cliaracteristic favour which

in Ghana is very much favoured,

In Sierra Leone,, cassava chips are sometimes boiled before being dried to

produce a hard product called 'kondogbala'» The chips are sold in this fortn and

may be stored for long periods, llhen required for eating^ the chips are recon

stituted by reboiling and serving with a c-ide dish,(9)

When dried to a moisture content below 12% dried cassava pieces may be stored

for long periods without damage. Often, however9 they suffer considerable damage

from attack by insects principally Sitophilus Zea tiais. Triboleum Castaneums

Araecerus Fasciculatus and Rizopertka Doninica. The infestation invariably starts

during drying-^ especially when dnjing takes a long time, (9)

In Ghana^ an improved method for the preparation of good quality cassava

chips, 'kikonto' has been developed by Jarmai (198C). The cassava chips are

sun dried for 2 days and oven-dried to a noisture content of 12.5%. By shortening

the time for drying from 3 weeks to 2 days infestation by insects £& forestalled

and serious losses in weight and quality prevented (9)

Dried cassava chips are made into flour by pounding them first in a morter

and grinding between stones or by. milling in a corn mill. The flour will store

well for many months but> depending on storage conditions^ rnay be attacked by

moulds ana. a wide range of insectss the most ir,Tportant which is Tribolem castaneum.(9)

Cassava flour adjusts over a period to the humidity of the environment. Flour

stored at C. 7% moisture content took up an additional 5% in six months when packed

in cloth or gunny bags, but only 1.2% in polythene-lined gunnies. (9)
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Cassava flour is cooked to form a thick dough which is eaten with a side

dish.

An improvement on cassava flour made from dried chips is a pre-cooked

instant convenience product which can be reconstituted into foufou; also a

thick dough-like food similar to the product made from flour prepared from
dried chips. A method for preparing instant cassava flour based on the

process described by Jarrnai and Montford (1968) for preparing instant yarn flour

has been developed by Christian (1972). The method involves cooking the roots
in the form of slices which are later imshed. dried in a cabin drier to a moisture
content of 8% and finally milled and sifted. Tlie granules are packaged iv polythene

bags,, The instant foufou granules produced by the process can be reconstituted, with
cold or boiling water into acceptable foufou. (10)

Cassava products from extracted starch (10)

- Starch

Starch is extracted from cassava roots in a simple process widely adopted*

The bubev is washeds peeled and grated or milled in a corn mill into pulp,, which
is mixed with water, and vigorously stirred before it is strained through a piece
of cloth into a. settling container. The pulp on the cloth is further rinsed with

more water to remove as much of the starch as possible. The starch is allowed to

settle in the container and the supernatant liquid decanted. To purify it2 the

starch is stirred with vxttev and allowed to settle again. This my be repeated
a number of times. Tlie purified starch is dried and used to prepare a nw:ber
of food and non-food products.

—• Tapioca

Tapioca is the main food product prepared from cassava starch. It consists

of irregular aggregates cf gelatinized starch. In preparing tapioca, partially

dried starch is broken into small particles and heated in a greased shallow pan
or earthen-wcre pot until it gelatinizes and form irregular lumps. The mass is
constantly stirred to prevent bumi;ig. Tapioca is produced on a small scale in
all countries of West Africa.

Tapioca is known to be resistant to insect attack and thus presents few
storage problems. It ia stored in a variety of containers.

Tapioca is often eaten as a snack when it is soaked in cold water ana. hac
sugar and r.rllk added to it. It may also be cooked as porridge for breakfast
or made into pudding for desert,

.1.2 Yar.is

(a) Storage of Yam Tubers

In storing yams, one encounters three phenomena which are difficult to
control altogether,, They are, weight loss by dehydration, rotting chiefly
due to the fungus Pencilliun oxalicuv and germination of the tuber after the
dormant period, (u)

In order to limit thece pheomena, there are many storing methods, but none
is entirely satisfactory, (12)
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Tl-ie screen ts fabricated with pickets and erosc pieces like a hedge, and.

can be as tall as two meters. The tubers are hung like beads and separated
from one another, 0?>: each picket, 10 to 12 tubers can be attached. Light

stiade is furnished by palm trees in order to avoid, overly strong insolation*
Yams stored on screens last at least six months for these are often late
varieties or seeds.

TJris method makes it possible to avoid putting the tubers in piles, crad

oreatly lii.iits damage from rotting, flie screen system is practiced in the
central and easte'sn regions in particular.

TJie tubers are buried in a ditch, covered with dirt or straw and. protected,

by barbed branches, This method is utilized exclusively in the northern regions

In other cases, the tubers are stored, in mounds and the harvest staggered till
the end of the dorr;iant season*

The tubers are piled up right on the ground underneath a rough shelter u-ade
of straw. The pallet is prismatic or cone-shaped. The prism shape is achieved

with U)o forked supports and a cross piece,, on which the millet and orghura stalks
are piled. Hie cone is simpler- the stalks are placed around a dead tree.

Corn cribs are used., which provide sufficient shade and good ventiliation.

In employing all these methods^ some handling is necessary (disbudding^ sorting

out rotten tubers), storage can last all the way up to June,, i.e. up to six months.

' Modern Methods

Cold Storage at 15°C

Tubers are stored in cold storage rooms with shelves to allow better supervi

sion. Soaking the tubers beforehand for 10 minutes in a fungicide solution

(Thiabendazole - 2500 ppni) reduces losses due to rotting.

Process: Treating the tubers at Z5°C

Treatment at 8 krad inhibits germination.

All of these modern procedures are in their experimental stage and have
not yet been used on a large scale.

Co) Yam Processing

Yauis are eaten mostly as boiled pieces or as fufu which is a glutinous dough

made by pounding boiled pieces in a morter, Tlte only processed, yam products of

importance are dried yam pieces and flour made from them. Dried yam pieces are

produced in Cameroon where they are known as !gulin',, in Nigeria wliere they are
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called 'elubo* and in Ghana where they are referred to as 'kokonte1. In the
Cameroon, where they are usually pre-boiled before being dried, they are sometimes
eaten after they have been soaked in water overnight and cooked. As in Nigeria
and Ghana, they are also ground or milled into flour before beina cooked into a
thick, dough served with a side dish. In Nigeria, yar.i flour is verv popular
especially in the Vest, where in the Oyo and Ogun States, 20-25% of yw harvested
are made into dried yam chips. Yam flour is popularly known in Nigeria as >amala\ (13)

(c) Dried yam pieces and flour

_ In preparing dried yma pieces, the tubers are washed, peeled, out lengthwise
into pieces one- dried in the sun or air to a moisture content of about 15%, Often
the pieces are par boiled in targe drums before being sun or air-dried,

Dried yams are prepared on farms. In Nigeria they are stored in rhombus or
vuti walled silos before being packed in jute bags for sale in traders who store
them in itroan markets for subsequent sale. In the markets, dried yam pieces get
heavily infested with insects and deteriorate rapidly,

A survey in Ibadan markets showed that newly dried yams arrive on the markets
in October virtually free of infestation. Soon after, there is cross infestation
from other products stored along with them m the markets. Infestation builds
up ana reaches a high level in August with heavy losses in weight. (IS)

t'tajor paste found in dried yam pieces are Dinoderus porcellus and Sito-
philus 'tea tlais. Associated with these are Triboleum Castaneum and Araecerus
Fasciculatus which invade the dried yar.i after the major pests have started
the damage,

Yarn flour U generally not stored for long periods. Insect infestation is
therefore not serious. It may be stored in airtight containers or in plastic
bags to prevent insect infestation or uptake of moisture.

.1-3 Cocovara Processing

(<*) Dried cocoyam chips and flour

Cocoyams are dried into chips which are ground or milled into flour, Cocoyam
flour is, like flour made from other roots and tubers, cooked into a thick douqh
and served with side dishes.

To prepare dried cocoyoi-. chips the cornels are washed and peeled and then
cut into pieces wliicn are dried in the sun. Dried cocoyam chips are not very
camion as the fooa prepared from the flour is considered to be very much inferior
to ooiled corrals or fufu i.nde iron ther.u The flour, however, stores very well

57VSL ?*f tO be reUstant to 'insect attack, liawnsley, Cf969)*has suggested
that Tnoolewa castaneurr. avoids cocoyam flour because of a repellent effect of
the flour, (13) T s J

*'Rawnsley., J. (1969) Crop storage, FAO., Accra^ Ghana,
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.4, Processing of Sweet and Wiite Potatoes

Tltcre are not many traditionally processed products of white and sioeet
potatoes. The tubers are almost always eaten boiled, fried or roasted. In

the^ Cameroon, the peeled tuber of sweet potatoes is sometimes sliced, parboiled
and dried in the sun. The dried pieces are eaten as biscuit or sweet meal,

• 2* ' Conclusions and Recommendations

Processing of roots and tubers into stable forms, capable of being stored

without deterioration for long periods should be the principal means of' pre
serving these foods and reducing post-harvest losses. Processing will reduce
these uulky foods into more convenient forma easier to handle and transport
and less prone to the deleterious effects of the environment. Processed
products such as gariJ dried chips and flours made from thems instant flour
preparations and fermented foods should be further 'developed and the quality
and nutrient content -unproved, Research and development programmes should be
started in processing and preservation in as many countries as possible. As
a greater part of processing is carried out as cottage industries. The problem

of these industries should be fully covered in any studies, surveys and research
which may be undertaken with a view of improving "the food industries*

The paper was not intended to present an exhaustive list of products and
technologies applied to processing roots and tubers in West Africa, There
are many more modifications of the presented methods as well as some new

ones which have not been presented here at all,

The principles of processing roots and tubers re;nain, however, the same.
These are;

■ (a) good, qualitys sound raw materials:

(b) thorough washing, peeling and grinding^

(c) fermentation (if any) should take place in clean bags;
(d) drying process of roots and tubers or their products should be

as short as possible, uithin the temperature limits. Applying
high temperature, however, will produce overheated and scorhed
product.

(e) the water content of the dehydrated products should not exceed 10~12%>
otherwise moulds and insects will attack the products. Maintaining

the water content of 10-11% in the finished product may be secured
by packing products in polythene bags luhich will prevent the product
from absolving moisture from the atmosphere., especially during the
ravajseason* *

*See (5)
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OUTLET

'FCRHOCEMEWCAP

.BICYCtE TUEHi

JNIET

WATER PROOF MUDPLASTER

P*COY STRAW

AND MUO ROOf

BAM8OO FRAME

WATER PROOF
MUD PLASTER

■AD0V STRAW MUD WALL

75

OUTLETCOVER

7SR.CCrt.OOFI

-CEMENT PLASTER

_5-23D S5. BRICK COLUMNS

M.L0IWEHS1ON31MV.H.

PADDY STRAW

MUD BIN

MUDBIM

Code PH-7Q02

CLASSIFICATION

Lab. stage

Manu(actured

SCOPE
Both an outdoor and indoor structure,

this bin is made indigenously from

paddy straw, and is quite easy to

assemble, II is relatively cheaper for

grain storage of a smalt amount.

SAUENT FEATURES
The structure is raised on a

pre-constiucted platform {brick or

cement). The roof is' constructed with
paddy straw and mud on a bamboo stick
Srame. The entire structure is plastered
with mud piaster (2 kg. tiquidbilumen-r

0.25 kg. wax + mud). An inlet and an

outlet for grain are provided.

SPECIFICATIONS

HeigM 2600 mm.

Diameter

Capacity

Cost

2000 mm.

3.0 Metric tons

Rs.900.'-{approx.

PREREQUISITES FOR ADOPTION

No special skill is required.

PRECAUTIONS IN USE

1. The grain at the time of storage

should hf<: sufficiently clean and dry.

2. The struclure should be made sate

from rodents.

FIELD APPLICATION

Propagated by the Indian Grain Storage

Institute, Hapur in the villages of UP.

CONTACT AGENCY

Director,

Indian Grain Storage Institute,

Hapur-245 101 (UP).

RURAL TECHNOLOGIES
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\ /

JT
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ELEVATION -ALL DIMENSIONS IN MM.

PUCCA KOTHI

Paae lib

Code PH-7013

CLASSIFICATION

Lab. stage

Prototype field tested

Manufactured

SCOPE

This is an indoor structure suitable for

storage of cereals with low moisture

content. Two varieties of foodgrains can

be stored simultaneously.

SALIENT FEATURES

The structure is constructed with burnl

bricks plastered with cement mortar.

Each compartment is provided with a

metal outlet at the floor lew! and a

rectangular inlet ot, 425 x 350 mm. size

at the top. it can be constructed on an

elevated floor or on a solid base. The

outside wall a nd the base should have a

polythene sheet embedded in them to

check moisture ingress.

SPECIFICATIONS

Height

Betso

(elevation)

Diameter

Capacity

Cost

1540 mm.

50O-75Dmm.

4000 mm.

2.0 metrictons

Fte. 115D/-(approx.)

PREREQUISITES FOR ADOPTION

Avatfabifiiy of burni bricks, cement and

locai mason.

PRECAUTIONS IN USE

1. The grain before storing should be

cleaned, dried and insect-tree.

2. The structure should be cleaned and

dried before filling the grains.

FIELD APPLICATION

The device is being propagated by

Indian Grain Storage Institute, Hapur for

adoption in villages,

CONTACTAGENCY

Director,

Indian Grain Storage Institute,

Hapur-245 101 {UP).
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II. CEREALS STORAGE AND PROCESSING IN AFRICAN COUNTRIES

The major cereals produced in Africa are maize, rices sorghum and millets

which nay enter multitude of pathways before they reach the consumer.(1€)

tfoatever pathway these grains take from producer to consumer^ it is inevitable

that they will be sometimes stored or processed at one point or move in this

flour. The simplest pathway and the comrtonest situation is where the African

peasant stores or processes his grain on the farm for this own consumption*

Application of farr-rr-level technology for improving grain storage and. processing

conditions is examined here:

1 * Gww> storage structures

Grain storage has been an important problem from the time man has learnt

cultivation because the production of crop is seasonal and the demand for

proper good is continuous. In Africa, there are numerous ways in which

traditional grain storage techniques can be potentially improved.^ by adapting

novel techniques and materials,

1,1 iiai-ze storage in hvj,\id and dry zones

Maize is a most important grain crop in humid nones. Traditional systems

to conserve the crop vary depending largely on whether the crop is to be stored

for subsistence purposes? or for cash or, as is mostly the cases partly for

subsistence and partly for cask. The size of the enterprise also is important

as very small growers consuhie much of the crop as green maize and use various

means to conserve it., such as in trees-, or in the roofs of domestic dwellings,

In the humid areas of Vest Africa_ the main nxxize crop is grown during the

longer rainy season and ripens around July/August, Farmers are aware that in

spite of the very high humidity at that tirnes the crop will nevertheless lose

moisture quite steadily - from its level of 35% moisture on ripening. After

about four to six weeksa the crop will reach a moisture content of around 20%,

It can be kept longer in the fields but with the onset of the second rains by

September., field, losses through rodents •> wind damage^ etc. become excessive and

the farmer then harvests the crop and places it, with the husk on? in a traditional

ventilated, structure,

Investigations have shown that if" the farmer harvests his crop immediately

after ripening at 35% moisture content^ dehusks it, and places it in a narrower

structure to allow plenty of ventilation through it, it will dry just as in the

field;, without mould formation* This r»eans he can avoid field losses and, r,iore

importantly can use the same land for another crop in the second rains. (15)

From the point of view of cpeed. cost, sir.rplicity and availability of

materials this structure is readily acceptable, Some resistance to the

concept of a rectangular structure rather than the traditional round

structure is being encountered. Although r.ruch more material is required

to build, a nutrber of small diameter, circular^ traditional structures holding

the name volume of cobs, as one rectangular structure^, investigators are being

swayed by popular opinion and gwe equal stress to round and, to rectangular
structures,
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Although not all problems for acceptance of the modified traditional
structure have been overcome, the major provision of offering the farmer a

modification within his grasp of skill, materials availability and cost has
nevertheless been achieved. This could probably have been arrived at much quicker
if the investigators had, right from the outset developed the improvement with
actual farmer anticipation,,

In zones where a distinct dry, seacon follows the ripening of the cropst

usually associated with mono-modal rainfall patterns, drying of the crop is
seldom a problem.

Tlie dominant grain crops in these areas are Sorghum and Millet, which are
traditionally stored on the farr<\ in the unthreshed forr,is in solid vailed
traditional ruud structures.

On the wholes damage and losses by insects are insignificant for the
first part of the storage period, due to favourably dry conditions. As the new

rainly season commences, some 5 to 6 months after the harvest, damage due to
moths become noticeable.

Storage of the crops in the threshed form can reduce the extent of moth

damaget but many of the r.md vailed traditional structures are not sufficiently
strong to withstand the extra stresses imposed by the higher density material*

A more substantially walled structure would seem to be an improvement
worth cosnidering, more especially if it could be dca-p proff3 air tight and
rat proof.

iiany excellent examples of novel developments of such improved silos are

available. They depend almost exclusively on the use of one or more bought input-
such as cement, vire netting and galvanized iron sheeting. Few have generally been
adopted, suggesting that a modification. much closer in material specification
and, cost,f to the traditional, may yet have to he developed.

In fact, many existing traditional structures already come close to the
ideal specifications and a valuable starting point for improvement is obviously

to encourage the less enlightened farmers to adopt the techniques of the better
informed, in the region.

These two examples demonstrate what we should learn from past experience,
especially the vital requirement of farmer participation and the use of known
skills and readily available materials in improving on farm storage of grains,

TJiis method may be slow to develop in the initial stages, but would pay
quicker dividends in the long run than the imposition of novel, unobtainable
and unmanageable techniques at the outset.
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In the long run we are of course vitally concerned with encouraging the

adoption of food-proof systems as soon as possible, f/e should, therefore not

neglect such innovations9 and certainly propose them where farmers are willing

to do sos have the necessary inputs available, have the skill to build and

manage them, and where social cost-benefit analysis demonstrates their

desirability. (16)

In the vast majority of instances> though the quickest short-term payoff

for improvement lies in using the best that is already practiced and evolving

it3 with farmer participationz to sounder systems,

1,2 Uillet-, Sorghum and Rice storage

Itillets and corhums like other cereal grains are kept in store structures

made of local uiaterials. These store structures vary from one area to the next

and are used for keeping everything that the farmer has produced., Generally:

they are very poor structures with very poor hygiene. They are neither insect

proof nor rodent proof,. They are used mainly for short-term storage i.e. from

one harvest to. the next when they are completely; cleared. (1?)

There are reeorr,tended practices for portecting the post-harvest crops

before and during storage. These recommended practices if carefully followed

after harvest will help prevent infestations of the post--harvest crops and as

such reduce losses in c-tores greatly. The reconrnendations are:

(i) store dry grains

(ii) store your grain in rodent proof stores or containers

(iii) use clean stores and containers for the storage of grain

(iv) clean stores and dispose of litter- waste grains and feeds

that have accumulated in and around the store building

(v) apply protective -powder or spray directly to grain pre-storage

(vi) inspect stores occasionally and immediately report to the.

nearest relevant agricultural station.

1„3 Appropriateness of technology application

Proper grain storage requires the application of appropriate science and

technology to achieve the structural and. functional requirements of grain

storages.

Structural requirements of grain storages are as folloids: (18)

• The foundationss floors^ walls, framings and bracings should, have

adequate strength to support the lateral and vertical pressure

developed, by the weight of the grain,

— Hoofs and floors should be constructed to exclude moisture and rain

water
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- Structures for shelled maize such as bins rnust have tight construction
to contain grain without loss and to permit fumigation. Haize cribs
should have open construction to permit free circulation of air to
remove excess moisture.

Functional requirements also are as follows:

- Exclusion of moisture or adequate provision for drying to suitable
moisture content, either naturally or artificially

- Protection fro;-: rain and ground water

- Protection from insects, rodents and birds

•■ Adequate space to accormodate the grain being stored

~ Convenience in handling grain to achieve maximum efficiency in
loading, unloading and inspection.

The far),iers of builders of the storages depending larely on local technology
have ouilt the storage structures to meet some of these requirements. However,
some shortcomings do exist resulting in heavy losses.

Large number of poles are used to support the storage structures. The
platform of the cribs are low. These allow rodents to reach the stored maize
very easily. No rodent baffles are often used.

Lack of appropriate artificial drying acilities which 'require low capital
outlay force the farmers to rely on field drying. During the period of field
unjinq the maize is infested by insects. These are then carried into storage
FurtherrAores due to shortage of insecticidal dusts and fumigants the infested
grain is not treated before storage,

2. Cereals processing

The processing of cereals crops involves unit operations like drying
stations, seed selection stations, flour mills: cattle feed plants., industrial
oakeries, etc. Processing is directed at the conservation of produce and at
inking material readily usable for conswrption and economically more remunerative.
The growing requirement for value addition activities in rural areas should lead
to the development of various types of processing equipments and technologies,

Tracitional jarm level processing of grain by hand pounding is extremeln
arduous mid time consuming, but is likely to predominate in Africa for a lone
time to come. Smll plant for technical hulling and grinding are available *for
use at the village level, A variety of more modem technologies are used in
large-scale plants in urban centres, but they require a steady supply of good
quality grain, cw.d skilled workers and management, Technologies have been developed
j-or the nutritional enrichment of -flour, as well as for the production of composite
flours using local grains, but their use so far is very limited. Chipping and
drying of crops has veil developed traditional technologies,, but could be made
more efficient by improved simple equipment, (29)
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Farm & Post-harvest

Equipment

Crop Processing

LOW COST

GRAIN MILL

PRECAUTIONS IN USE

1. Proper care must be taken toconceat

efedric wiring to avoid shocks to the

operator.

2. The moving parts and belts shouUbe

provided wilh proper guards.

FIELD APPLICATION

This device is being used by Ihe Central

Institute of Agricultural Engineering for

demonstration in villages around

Nablbagh, Bhopak

CONTACT AGENCY

Post-harvest Engineering Division,

Central Institute of Agricultural

Engineering,

Nabibagh, Berasia Road,

Bhopal-462 018 (MP>.

LOW COST
GRAIN MILL

Code PH-600S

CLASSIFICATION

Lab. stage

Protolype field tested

Manufactured

SCOPE

This low cost grain mill is designed for

Ihe grinding o! agricultural produce Ihe

wheat sorghum, soyabeart and bengal

gram into flours and for Ihe spotting or

pulses.

SALIENT FEATURES

This is a vertical stone burr grinding

machine driven by a 1.0 h.p. single

phase electric motor at 400 rpm.

Material fed from the hopper runs

through a controlled opening chute to a

two-screen-reciprocating-inclined

sieve. After separation the feed travels

through an auger andgoes to the centre

of the grinding stones. The fotaiing

stone crushes the particles which come

out from the discharge end.

SPECIFICATIONS

Length

Width

Heighi

Weight

700 mm.

500 mm.

700 mm.

69kg. (with moior}

Labour

requirement One person

Capacity

15 Kg./hr.

08kg./hr-

50 kg./hr.

70kg./hr.

it kg.fhr.

Cost

tor wheat to flour

for colander to powder

(or b&ngai gram to split pulses

soyabean 1o split pulses

for bengal giam dal to flour

R8.1700Mapprox.}
(without motor)

SPECIAL FEATURES

The clearance between the stones can

be varied by a precise mechanism

provided at the end depending upon the

material being milled and the product

desired. Hence the fineness of grinding

can be obtained as per requirement.

COST OF OPERATION

Wheat flour-14.5 paise/kg.

Coriander powder--21.7 paiserttg.

Bengal gram-2.4 paise/kg.

Soyabean daf-2.4 paise/kg.

Gram dai flow <besanj-16 paise/kg.

D1RECTOFIYOFRURAL1ECHNOLOGIES
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HAWD WHEEL AXLE

AU. DIMENSIONS IK MM.
REFR*CTORV8fllCK

HORIZONTAL GRATE
INCLINED OflA fE

HUSK-FRIED RICE
BRAN STABILIZER

Page 2 So

Code PHS036

CLASSIFICATION

Lab, stage

Prototype field tested

Manufactured

SCOPE

This low cost tiusk-fired rice bran
siaoilizer is simple to operate and can

be manually operated by unskiffed
labour. It is suitable for attachment to
existing small capacity rice mills. Trw
bran needs to be stabifized for
extraction of edible grade oil.

SALIENT FEATURES
This is a water-jackeled batch-type rice
bran stabilizer with a manual agitator for
proper mixing. The system uses a

husk-fifed furnace for heating and water
inside the jacket for keeping the bran
temperature below 100aC at around
95'C. 25 minutes of stabilization is
sufficient to check tree fatty acid below
4% in poiylhene lined jute bag storage
for 30 days.

SPECIFICATIONS

Length

Diameter

Inside surface

temperature of

si abilizer (tower part)

Length of furnace

Width of lurnace

Height offurnace

Consumption of hush

Capacity of stabilizer

Cost of Stabilization

120 mm.

38 cm.

97°C

156 cn.

100 cm.

205 cm.

aSkgJht

9.5kg.ofbranrtir.

Rs.0.20/kg.

PREHEOi "SITES FOR ADOPTION
TIi1 ■':-■', ,"'o^y can be easily adopted

by existing smaJ capacity rice mills.

USE
White stabilizing the branf the agitator
should be run uniformly for proper
mixing.

FIELD APPLICATION
It is being used at IITKharagpur.

CONTACT AGENCY
Inc:an Institute of Technology,
Kharagpur-721 302 (WB).

DlflECTORYOF RURAL TECHNOLOGIES
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M.S. PIPE

RIVET

ALL DIMENSIONS \H MM

TU8ULAH MAIZE

SHEULER

dtjL /J.L-^bj iJ/D/S

Page

TUBULAR MAI2£

SHEiLER

Code PH-6010

CLASSIFICATION

Lab, stage

Prototype field tested

Manufactured

SCOPE

The tubular maize shelter has been

developed forthe she Iling of maize with

improved efficiency. It reduces

breakage and human drudgery.

SALIENT FEATURES

This is a low cost device particularly

suitable lor dry maize cobs, with an

arrangement lor handling different sizes

of cobs.

Theshellerincludesonemildsteelpipe
and tour angled mild steel fins. The

tapered! ends of the fins provide two

variable openings which facilitate the
operal'ion.

SPECIFICATIONS

Length

Diameter

Ta pe retf angta o f fins

Weight

Capacity

Cost

75 mm.

62.5 mm,

70°

200 gm.

16-20 kg. ol

kertiel/tir.

Rs. S/-

Special Features

A simple and safe design suitable (or

research and experimental stations.

FIELD APPLICATION

This device is being used by villagers
near flhopal,

CONTACTAGENCY
Central Institute of Agricultural
Engineering,

Nab* Bagh, Beraaia Road,

Bhopal-4B2 018(MP).
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Crop

Code PH-&G02

CLASSfFICATIQN

Lab. stage

Pjoioiype field tested

Manufactured ©

SCOPE

The mini parboifing unit has been
developed for farm/domestic parboiling
of rice.

SALIENT FEATURES
The unit consists of afeeding hopper, a
steaming chamber, a central pipe, a

tunnel to fill vvaler and a drain pipe.

in this mini parboiling unit the soaking
ano" steaming of the rice is done in the

sama unrl wfihout any Further handling.

Hot soaking for 3.5 hr. in/5eC water,
steaming, and subsequent sun drying,

resL'Ji n sbou* 2% more head rice than
achieved traditionally.

S^ECIFECATJONS

Overalldirnensions
tnrnm.

Diametsr

Output ■

InHialeost

Unjiicjstoi operation

780WX110H

600 mm.

/Skg.paddy.'batch

150 kg./day

Rs. 400/-

Rs.?0/-

Ti'it; equipment is being used by many

small and marginal farmers.

COrJVACT AGENCY
Director,

m:~:^,rch Institute,
CuMack-753 006 (Orfssa).

\
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Pood processing industries and other agro-processing industries are prevalent

n,n Africa. Rapid- population growth and rising income tend to favour these indust

ries which are usually geared to the domestic market with competition in the

export market being rather keen. Ttie structure of manufacturing in Africa is

typically., 31 per cent of the share to food, beverages and tobacaos and 21 per cent

of textiles and clothing, Tliese play the vole of forerunners of industrialization

and arealiable supply of raw materials is an essential factor. Some of the more

cor.vwn processing activities include rice parboiling/trillings gari production^

raize grinding,, fouf'ou production, etc,-' All these activities contribute to the

cownercializaHon of agriculture^ and reduce poet- harvest losses while creating
rural employment. A balance should therefore be maintained with respect to the

competition between the local small-scale-processing industries on the one hand
and. imported goods on the other.

Availability of supporting services such as transport, processing„ storage

and marketing are internal components in the development of agriculture and,

therefore should be develped simultaneously with production. Otherwise^ all
eforts to enhance production would be bullified. In general, the post production

services in the region are inadequate and have in viany instances frustrated

development plans. They depend on imported technology particularly for modern
and export oriented sector*

Transport has continued to be one of the major bottlenecks to development

of food production in Africa. The imported technology in road? rail and river
transport suffers from problems such as inadequacy of the supporting services,

poor maintenance, unsatisfactory road facilities^ excessive cost of fuels and

spare parts, poor planning9 and lack of coordination. The majority of farmers

depend mainly on human and animal power for their transport. Modern transport^
though spreading still has to make inroads in many parts of rural Africa.

Local transport still depends heavily on headloading, buckets, bicycles
and animals, although the latter are slowly giving way to trucks. Farm tractors
towing rubber-tyred trailers and increasingly used for transport in -rural areas.
Many roads are impassable during the rainy season. Although rail and, barge

transport appear to be cheaper than road transport, few areas are served by
them.

Uith locally rapid, dwindling of fuel wood supplies, interest is focussing

increasingly on technologies for their more efficient use, both in agricultural
processing and other rural industries and in the household for cooking. Possible

means include the seasoning and pre-processing of firewood^ more efficient
methods of charcoal production, and simple improvements in cooking stoves,
untencils and methods, combined with eforts for fuelwood plantations.

Little improvement hac been made on traditional and transport methods
whether anihtal or hunan and even loss for taditional river and lake transport.
In some countries.where improvement has been introduced as in human drawn

implements, efficiency 'has been increased, and the arduousness and drudgery of
work greatly reduced, EGA has taken the lead in formulating subregional and
regional plans for development of transport in Africa. However-, in general,
choice of technology %g still poor and calls for many improvements. First and
foremost the importation of suitable and appropriate transport technology for
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agriculture should receive utmost priority, Effort should be made to produce

transport technology suitable in various conditions of Africa through three

major ways; importation and modification, importation of parts and a&sembly

according to requirements., and finally local production*

Processing of grains during harvesting> threshings shelling, drying,

milling and conservation of food often, uses only simple methods and equipment

and technologies . Band or food, threshing can be replaced with irirproved hand"

perated or small-engine powered threshers. In general,, processing is geared

towards urban areas and the export sector^ utilizing modern imported, equipment.

Due to poor planning and imnagenient and inadequate training to maintain and run

these outfit, many of these facilities are uneconomical and grossly underutilized.

Breakdowns, lack of spare parts and insufficient raw materials are recurrent

problems. Host of them are less suited for developing countries in view of

their capital intensive nature and high degree of sophistication. Processing

at farmers and village level is still primitive,. and inefficient. This is a

field where great improvements could be made with tremendous forward and backward

effect on agriculture. Small and medium size processing facilities could be

developed not only for better utilization of agricultural products but also

for spreading the benefits of development.

Marketing of food products remain the weakest link in the process of food

production in Africa. It could be generally been described as inadequate and.

efficient„

TPie unsatisfactory performance of the marketing system could be singled

out as the major factor for inadequate incentive for farmers to adopt and

use modern techniques and inputs necessary for increased food and agricultural

production. The population pressure with increasing urbanization has worsened

the situation causing great strain on the already fragile marketing facilities

and methods, l/holesale and retail markets in both rural and urban areas are

ill equipped and unsanitary. Marketing services such as standardizationg grading,,

packaging.; storage, etc., are still rudimentary. The state of technology is

poor in this field with the exception of export crops. This is a field where

existing knowledge from developed and other developing countries could be gain

fully applied. This require proper planning, training of manpower and financial

commitment on the part of governments,
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